Iterating

for Climate
Resilience
Designing digitally-enabled
agriculture insurance that works for
smallholder farmers in Zimbabwe

Iterating for

climate resilience
In the current global climate emergency, an
estimated 100 million people who are
presently economically self-sufficient will
need intervention(s) to avoid falling into
poverty by 2030.


A large portion of these will be among the

500 million households and smallholder
farmers who depend on agriculture for their
livelihoods.
As climate change intensifies, the frequency of
extreme weather events, including drought and
flooding, these smallholder farmers will
struggle to maintain production, along with the
systematic lack of adequate access to inputs,
services, markets, and financial services.


Agriculture insurance, the global market for
which is estimated at 30 billion USD, plays a
key role in helping farmers mitigate risk and
adapt to climate change.
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Yet, agriculture insurance has historically been
too expensive to cover smallholder farmers,
despite the significant risk that they face. This
is starting to change, as new technologies have
paved the way for index-based insurance.


By drastically reducing the cost of insurance,
index-based insurance offers hope for
smallholder farmers who are searching for new
ways to mitigate and share risk so that they can
continue farming in the face of climate change.
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Why index
insurance?

Most agricultural insurance is
indemnity-based, i.e., the
insurer compensates a farmer
for losses up to a certain limit.
Indemnity-based insurance also requires
individual farm visits to assess losses and verify
claims, making it prohibitively expensive to
provide at scale to smallholder farmers.


Index-based insurance, on the other hand,
insures losses based on a proxy indicator which
is established in advance using historic data
and which in most cases is monitored remotely. 


When that proxy indicator is reached – for
example, rainfall drops below a pre-established
level in a certain area – all farms in the area
receive a payout. This approach can reduce
underwriting and claim assessment costs, thus
covering smallholder farms through a more
cost-effective approach.
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Index-based insurance, on
the other hand, insures
losses based on a proxy
indicator.
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What made me buy insurance now? As a farmer you are uncertain
about the climate so we were trying to protect ourselves from a deep
fall, as the insurance would assist in these times.
Noreen Mapfumo

The market for agricultural index insurance for

In 2020, SCBF, Blue Marble Microinsurance,

smallholder farmers is still underdeveloped, as

and Old Mutual Zimbabwe joined forces to gain

product design, features, subsidies and pricing

initial insight from their ongoing partnership in

are being tested and adapted to meet the needs

Zimbabwe to pilot the Ruzhowa/Uthango

of all partners (farmers, insurers, reinsurers,

product. The quick and lean field research

governments, and aggregators, to name just a

included interviews with ten farmers (women

few.) SCBF is working with partners in countries

and men) as well as field agents and staff from

ranging from Colombia to Cambodia to Sudan to

Blue Marble and Old Mutual. Their stories offer

refine and scale index-based insurance that

a glimpse into how index-insurance is being

works in each context.

adapted to drive results for smallholder
farmers.
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What is Ruzhowa/
Uthango?

Ruzhowa/Uthango is a digitallyenabled insurance product that
uses satellite data to track
weather patterns.
The product reimburses farmers for the cost of
inputs in the case of extreme weather, based on
pre-determined levels that are deemed too
severe for crops to grow as expected. For
example, there are indices set for too much or
too little rainfall.


The rainy season is structured into three
phases, and the indices, or triggers, for the
amount of rainfall that activate a payout are
predetermined for each phase and for each
location. Farmers do not have to submit a claim
nor is an assessment visit necessary, as any
farmer in a given location that experiences the
weather pattern receives a payout. Payments
are sent digitally to an affected farmer’s bank
or mobile account.
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There are indices set for
too much or too little
rainfall.
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Iterating Index

Insurance Design

Interviews with farmers and
staff emphasize how quickly
the design of index
insurance must be adapted
to meet the realities facing
smallholder farmers.
Three key iterations in the first two years
of implementation highlight this process
of adaptive design:
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First iteration
Plan

Reality

Iteration

Insurance coverage for
drought only, based on the
country’s history: Zimbabwe
experienced at least 23
droughts between 1950 and
2013, and the frequency and
length of dry spells have
increased over time.

While the country was already
prone to drought, climate
change is causing reduced
rainfall and heavy rainfall to
occur in the same season. In
2019, 2020, and 2021 a
series of destructive cyclones
and tropical storms caused
excessive rainfall, making all
too clear the uncertainty
facing farmers during the
growing season.

Ruzhowa/Uthango shifted
from drought-only coverage to
coverage for both drought and
excessive rainfall. Now, there
are pre-determined triggers
for payouts for either too little
or too much rain.
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Second iteration
Plan

Reality

Iteration

Pay-outs based on rainfall
triggers only.

Due the increased occurrence
of cyclones, it became clear
that wind was as much of a
threat to crop production as
rain.

Coverage for excess wind was
added. Wind coverage indices
were first set for three days of
wind; however, after Cyclone
Idai in 2019, farmers reported
that damage occurred
overnight. Thus, the product
shifted to measuring
cumulative excess wind over 1
day.
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Third iteration
Plan

Reality

Iteration

Communication to farmers
regarding the product would
occur mainly through upfront
trainings through group
committees who cascade the
information to the rest of the
farmers.

Farmers wanted to see
insurance representatives inperson to receive more
support and information on
weather patterns.

To meet the farmers’ needs
and keep costs low, Ruzhowa/
Uthango added SMS
broadcasting for regular
communication and created
WhatsApp groups for
discussion among farmers.
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After one year of the
pilot, farmers report
benefits in terms of the
ability to:
Replant/recover after

extreme weather events.

Repay loans and avoid
problems with debt.

Maintain their confidence

to continue farming.
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Results

Ever since we got covered by the
insurance, we have now upscaled the size
of our farming. We are aiming to upscale
even more now, because we are insured.
That was not the case before.
Nicholas Matanhi

Previously we farmed small portions we
did that without insurance but now with
insurance we are upscaling because we
now feel safe to do so.
Trainys Muchagona
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Looking forward

With climate uncertainty only
increasing, questions remain as
to how to deliver insurance to
smallholder farmers over the
long-term.
For the partners behind Ruzhowa/ Uthango,
this means an on-going commitment to
iteration and improvement of the product. Next
steps might include
Partnering with government farmer support
programmes to reach more farmers who are
in need of coverage while also using scale to
further lower distribution costs.
Shifting to yield-based insurance, which
would cover lost income associated with
yield losses beyond the current coverage for
the cost of inputs
Expanding geographic coverage to ensure
that areas with good yields can cover those
with poor yields, as climate change makes it
ever less likely in some areas that good
years can help cover bad years.
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We will keep buying the
product because it helps
us a lot, because it covers
us a lot. It helps us
forecast where we are
likely to go. It helps us
forecast our season
through those allocated
areas, advising us how
things are.
Nyarai Mazwi
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www.bluemarblemicro.com

www.scbf.ch

www.oldmutual.com

